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ABSTRACT  

Children’s songs have an impact, on the wellbeing, personality 
development, communication skills and cognitive growth of 
preschool and elementary school children. They teach values, 
character education and positive behavior through creativity. This 
study aims to explore how Sinhala children’s songs can be used as 
a medium to instill values. A purposive sampling method was used 
to select twelve songs for analysis. Each song underwent an 
examination to identify phrases and ideas related to ten 
fundamental values using discourse analysis. Through qualitative 
approach, the research focused on uncovering values embedded in 
the lyrics. The importance of these values was assessed based on 
their presence and influence on the theme and narrative. 
Application of Schwartz’s Theory of Basic Human Values revealed 
a range of values within the selected songs that reflect experiences 
and perspectives influenced by cultural norms, family dynamics 
and societal expectations. The songs highlight concepts such as 
thoughtfulness, empathy, respect, education, tradition, 
relationships, personal growth, ethical reflection and cultural 
values such as benevolence and harmony with nature. Among this 
identified values benevolence emerges as the main theme in the 
songs symbolizing nurturing love and support. Conversely, power 
appears to be the least emphasized value in these songs, 
suggesting that they place an importance on relationships, 
empathy, personal growth and kindness. In a nut- shell, it is crystal 
clear that children's songs have the ability to impart values in 
children, aiding the overall development of a child's character. 
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1. Introduction  

Sözbir et al. stated that children's songs are 
musical pieces composed for children in 
terms of lyrics and melodies (2020). Children 
can be motivated by having to listen to 
children's songs since they contains certain 
concrete aspects (Brumen, 2011). Children's 
songs are easy to sing, their lyrics easy to 
understand, and also they have a strong 
musical quality. They have the psychological 
power to move emotions, making listeners 
feel joyful, sad, calm, or serene (Livingstone 
and Russo, 2018).  Children's songs, 
influenced by musical instruments and 
singers, significantly aid in personality 
development, communication, cognitive and 
linguistic growth, promoting overall well-
being through rhythm, melody, lyrics and 
other dynamic elements (Sinaga et al., 2019). 

Children's songs play a crucial part in the 
development of thinking when they are 
consumed at the level of children (preschool 
and elementary school) (Barrett, 2015). 
Adachi defines children's songs as frequently 
sung by kids, depicting simple actions they 
typically take on through their words and 
tone (Adachi, Trehub and Abe, 2004). The 
lyrics of diverse children's songs, being 
educational, and suitable for children's 
psychology and enjoyment, are crucial for 
imparting lessons on manners (Coskuner, 
1955). Music or songs are audio learning 
resources. Audio media is one sort of media 
that have many different properties. A 
particular element that affects life, including 
that of children, is music or song. We 
frequently observe a child pausing in his 
activity just because he hears a song on 
television and then focusing on watching 
television. When they are eating, having a 
bath, getting ready for bed, or playing, some 
kids eagerly sing songs that they frequently 
hear (Liao and Campbell, 2015) (Arief and 
Isnan, 2020). 

The lyrics of children's songs are crucial for 
imparting manners, education, and 
psychology, evoking emotions through 

words, vocal gestures, and therefore, are 
taught frequently in primary school music 
classes (Satır, 2009). Additionally, Muwati 
(2008) asserts that children's songs are 
cheerful and ethically upright. Kim’s 
viewpoint leads us to the conclusion that 
children's songs impart positive lessons on 
moral values, or as it is known nowadays, 
character education (Kim and Kim, 2015). 
Children's songs not only instil good behavior 
through creativity but also teach lessons and 
meaning, making them a valuable tool for 
children's education (Kullenberg and 
Pramling, 2015). 

Keray and Dinçel's (2017) research on 
children's songs based on Schwartz's value 
theory suggests that they inspire love for 
music, teach values, foster personality, 
happiness, interpersonal communication and 
cognitive development. Research indicates 
that children's songs are beneficial for 
musical and foreign language training, as well 
as transferring important values to them in 
their daily lives (Dı̇nçel, 2017).  

As stated in the OECD Learning Compass 
2030 (2019), attitudes and values are the 
guiding concepts and convictions that direct 
one's decisions, assessments, behaviour,and 
activities towards achieving personal, 
societal, and environmental well-being.  

Values are the guiding concepts that underpin 
what people consider significant when 
making decisions in all aspects of their 
private and public lives. They determine what 
people would prioritize when making a 
decision and what they will strive towards in 
order to grow (Taguma, Barteit and Feron, 
2018). On the other hand, the concept of value 
is described as principles establishing 
people's assessment of objects, personalities, 
ideas, and events as good or evil, right or 
wrong, desirable or undesirable (Eğitim, 
2015). The ability to internalize experiences, 
bearing ideas and habits as well as serving as 
functional determinants, is provided by 
values which are socialized phenomena 
relevant to any field (Korkmaz, 2014, p. 183). 
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The OECD Learning Compass 2030 is a 
globally applicable tool categorized into 
personal, social, societal, and human values, 
utilizing terms like attitudes, attributes, 
beliefs, and morality (OECD, 2019). 

Principles like human dignity, respect, 
equality, justice, responsibility, global 
awareness, cultural variety, freedom, 
tolerance, and democracy are essential for a 
shared future centred on individual, 
community, and planet well-being (OECD, 
2019). Values are defined by Schwartz as 
"desirable trans-situational goals of varying 
importance that serve as guiding principles in 
the life of a person or other social entity" 
(Schwartz, 1994, p. 21), and the concept of 
values is specified as being in a central 
position that can combine the diversity of all 
the sciences concerned with human 
behaviour (Rokeach, 1973). 

Schwartz and Bilsky (1987) outlined five 
qualities of values: transcending contexts, 
focusing on desirable behaviours, direct 
behaviour selection, and ranking by relative 
importance. Spranger's (1928) six 
fundamental principles, social, political, 
economic, religious, theoretical and aesthetic, 
form the basis for studying human values. 
After Spranger, Allport, Vernon, and Lindzey 
(1960) continued working on Spranger's 
value classification and transformed it into a 
scale. (Keray and Dinçel, 2017). Rokeach’s 
(1973) categorization of life consists of 18 
terminal and 18 instrumental values. It is 
impossible to say that there is a classification 
of values that is universally accepted when 
there are numerous classifications in addition 
to those described above (Dı̇nçel, 2017). 

Though many researchers like Gibbs, Linda, 
Earley and Edward, have worked on using 
children's literature to develop core values 
(Gibbs and Earley, 1994), Manuela 
Pulimeno,  Prisco, Piscitelli  and Colazzo 
researched on  children’s literature to 
promote students’ global development and 
wellbeing (Pulimeno, Piscitelli and Colazzo, 
2020). S.R Brooker-Gross investigated 

landscape and social values in popular 
children’s literature (Brooker-Gross, 1981). 
Twenty books in the genres of folk literature, 
fantasy, and realistic fiction were 
investigated for their values by Huthwaite in 
1978. The values found in children's 
literature were detailed by Ramp, Ridout 
(1995), Court and Rosental (2007) (Dı̇nçel, 
2017). 

The educational system in Sri Lanka should 
prioritize holistic learning, including value 
education, to help young students to develop 
their developmental needs and intellectual 
success. Exam-based competition often 
overlooks the importance of morals and 
values, leading to the loss of moral compass. 
Exploring children's songs as an enjoyable 
way to impart values is essential.  Despite the 
fact that various studies have been 
conducted, no investigations on children's 
songs that youngsters commonly sing and 
learn have been discovered. As a result, it was 
decided to investigate the use of Sinhala 
children's songs as an entertainment medium 
to instill values, analyzing a sample of Sinhala 
children’s songs to identify values embedded 
in the lyrics because it was seen to be vital to 
the transfer of values. 

2. Materials and Methods 
 
The ten values that underpin human 
behaviour and personal preferences are 
outlined in Schwartz's Theory of Basic 
Human Valuеs which is used in this research 
to analyse songs.  The goal is to find and 
comprehend the values embedded in the 
lyrics.  

The discourse analysis has been carried out 
by implementing Schwartz's Theory to 
identify and evaluate the values reflected in a 
set of children’s songs.  Twelve songs were 
selected considering purposive sampling and 
each song was read and examined in order to 
identify significant phrases, sentences and 
ideas that related to the theory’s ten values.  

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?term=Pulimeno%20M%5BAuthor%5D
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?term=Pulimeno%20M%5BAuthor%5D
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?term=Piscitelli%20P%5BAuthor%5D
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?term=Colazzo%20S%5BAuthor%5D
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The selection of values was based on the 
songs' context, thematic content, and explicit 
declarations.  The study analysed songs using 
a qualitative approach, focusing on 
understanding the underlying values 
expressed in the content. The framework for 
examination was Schwartz's Theory of Basic 
Human Valuеs.  The theory proposes the 
following ten values: Power, Achievement, 
Hedonism, Stimulation, Self-Direction, 
Universalism, Benevolence, Tradition, 
Conformity, Security 

The analysis of each paragraph's values, 
extracted from the song, involved extracting 
specific examples and discussing their 
significance in relation to the overall theme 
and narrative, thus determining their 
importance. A discourse analysis was 
performed on each song to detect the values 
contained in it. Specific examples were 
extracted and discussed in the context of the 
respective value.  The importance of the 
values was determined by their presence in 
the song and their impact on the overall 
theme and narrative.   

3. Results and Discussion 
 

3.1 Little Golden Potter Wasp - rex rex y~ 
§,d   (Values: Benevolence, Security, 
Tradition) 

rex rex y~ §,d - fydou ;ekla n,,d 

uqx weg ;rfï ueá .=,s f.k,a,d 

tl msg tl ;n,d -rkal=U,d W¨jiafia Wv 
wfma 

mqxÑ f.hla yeÿjd 

fmdä fmdä ldur fjka flrejd-ikaf;dafika 
rex yv §,d 

wo fyg ;j ;j jeä fjkjd -me;=ï f.dvla 
we; ys; hg ie.ù,d 

yodmq f.h wïud ÿgqjd-fldyq ñglska wek,d 
levqjd 

bls ìo ìo l=U,d wevqjd-l=Uf,da Wn fuka 
uu;a tod wevqjd 

tyd f.or wfma iqukd wlald-tlal,d uu 
f.al=;a yeÿjd 

tl;a wïud weú;a levqjd-Thhs uuhs yeÿ mqxÑ 
f.j,a levqjd (Jayalath, 2002). 

Looking for a best place with “Rung” “Rung” 
sound 

Clay lumps with the size of green beans 
were brought and placed one on top of the 
other 

A little house was built on top of our house 
by a golden pottery wasp 

Small rooms were allocated - Giving a 
happy sound, ”Rung”           

Today and tomorrow will be more and 
more 

There are many wishes hidden in the heart 

Mother saw the built house 

She broke that with a stick 

Golden potter wasp cried a lot 

Wasp, like you, I, too, cried that day” 

The presented musical composition holds a 
significant place in the emotional resonance 
of juveniles.  Upon delving into the latent 
underpinnings of this melodic creation, it 
becomes clear that it encapsulates prominent 
values such as benevolence, security and 
tradition. 

In the act of looking for the finest location 
with the recurrent "Rung" sound, security is 
implicitly sought after.  This implies a desire 
for a secure and cozy setting, where the well-
known sound acts as a reassuring source.  The 
song's narrative quietly incorporates the 
concept of security as defined by Schwartz's 
theory of human values through the 
recurrent use of the "Rung" sound.  The 
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process of searching for the ideal spot while 
uttering the word "Rung" repeatedly suggests 
an innate requirement for a haven that is 
characterized by stability and solace.  This 
craving appears as a psychological pull 
towards a place that has predictability and 
familiarity, qualities that are innately 
soothing and full of a sense of certainty.  

A real example of the achievement value is the 
task at hand to construct a miniature house 
out of clay lumps that resemble green beans.  
The placement of these lumps within the 
structure and the careful planning of the little 
spaces show an underlying desire to produce 
something significant and distinctive.  The 
value of achievement is ideally aligned with 
this artistic endeavor, which reflects the 
human urge to achieve notable feats and 
leave a lasting impression.  

Hedonistic principles are upheld through the 
repeated use of the onomatopoeic word 
"Rung" and its resulting joyful resonance.  
The pursuit of pleasure and fulfillment is 
symbolized by this aural motif.  Building the 
house is motivated by the desire for 
happiness that flows naturally with the 
hedonistic propensity for joy and 
gratification.  The significance of self-
direction is demonstrated by the inventive 
effort used to build a tiny house and the 
application of creative space-planning 
techniques.  Autonomy, individual 
expression, and the capacity for self-
determination are prioritized by this value.  

“Today and tomorrow will be more and 
more 

There are many wishes hidden in the 
heart” 

The importance of kindness is demonstrated 
by the existence of unspoken wishes in the 
heart. This value includes a desire for a 
brighter future for oneself and for those near 
to one’s heart as well as a concern for the 
welfare of others.   

“Mother saw the built house 

She broke that with a stick 

Golden potter wasp cried a lot 

Wasp, like you, I, too, cried that day” 

Conformity is important, as demonstrated by 
the mother’s use of a stick to smash the 
constructed home.  As the mother’s judgment 
takes precedence over the children’s original 
ideas, the intervention implies loyalty to 
established norms or authoritative individuals.  

The mother’s role in destroying the built house 
could represent the value of tradition.  Even 
though it runs counter to the children’s creative 
endeavors, her action is in line with accepted 
practices.  Universalism is exemplified by the 
bond between siblings and their shared 
experience of imagining and creating little 
houses.  Understanding, empathy, and a sense 
of community among people are prioritized by 
this value. Power is exemplified by the 
mother’s use of a stick to break the house.  The 
exercise of authority and control over the 
circumstance highlights the dynamics of power 
within the context of the family.  The sound 
"Rung" and the imaginative play with the little 
houses highlight the stimulation value.  This 
value is inclusive of the need for novelty, 
excitement, and interesting encounters.  

3.2 A Fruitful Discussion with 
Grandfather - fudkjo uq;af;a fudlo 
lrkafk  

(Values: Benevolence, Universalism, 
Conformity) 

fudkjo uq;af;a fudlo lrkafka -fudlgo 
Tn Th ìu ydrkafka 

Tng;a <ufhda fkdfmfka fkdis;ñ - wU 
weghla isgqjkakg ydrñ                                              

ÿlfia isgqjd wU weghla wo - tl wUhlaj;a 
lkak ,efíúo 

uu <ufhda ñka wUhla fkdm;ñ - hq;=lu 
muKla bgqfldg ;nfkñ 
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;ukag fkd,efnk foalska f,daflg - 
lrkag yelsfoa fkduf;afrhs ug 

mqÿuhs <ufhda Tfn Th woyi - yeÿfkd;a 
Tfydug Tngu fjhs fodi 

fmr Wka wh isgjQ wU .ia j, - M,fhka wm 
ljqre;a ,nfkuq M, 

wfmka miqj tk whg;a tu M, - ,efnkag 
ie,iqu wmf.a hq;=lu 

fï hq;=lu fyd| yeá oek .;af;ñ - 
wdhqfndjka uq;af;a uu hkafkñ 

fï hq;=lu fyd| yeá oek .;af;ñ - 
wdhqfndjka uq;af;a uu hkafkñ (Jayalath, 
2002) 

Child - Grandfather, What are you doing? 

Why are you digging the ground? 

Grandfather- Dear child, I hope that you 
can see 

 I’m digging the ground to plant a mango 
seed. 

Child - Though you plant a mango seed 
today, 

Will you able to have it? 

Grandfather - Dear child, I do not expect a 
mango 

But I fulfil my duty. 

Child -   What can we do for the world with 
something  

That even we do not get? 

Grandfather-     It's surprising what you 
guys think 

If you are going to be like this 

You are to be blamed. 

In the mango trees planted by those before 

All of us benefit from the fruit 

Those who come after us will have the 
same results 

That is our responsibility 

Child - I have understood the 
responsibility  

Good bye Grandfather! 

“In the mango trees planted by those 
before 

All of us benefit from the fruit 

Those who come after us will have the 
same results” 

The esteem that shows up to be most 
habitually utilized within the given song is 
benevolence.  The act of sowing a mango seed 
for the advantage of future еras serves as the 
central subject of the complete story.  This 
activity rises above self-gratification and 
appears a veritable concern for the joy and 
success of others.  The act of planting the seed 
with the deliberate thought that the natural 
product will advantage future generations 
may be a prime illustration of kindness.  This 
esteem emphasizes a sense of selflessness, 
building a bequest, and a want to genuinely 
make a positive commitment to the lives of 
others, indeed on the off chance that it 
requires individual sacrifice. 

“What are you doing Grandfather? 

Why are you digging that ground? 

I don't think you can see the children either 

I dig to plant a mango seed” 

The person takes the activity to dig the 
ground and plant the mango seed without 
outside inciting.  This reflects his individual 
independence to make choices and take 
activities based on his interest.  No one 
instructs him to plant the seed; it is a choice 
he make autonomously.  The choice to plant 
the seed is made by an individual who wants 
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to do something useful.  This inspiration 
highlights the individual's capacity to 
recognize an objective that adjusts with their 
values and goals.  The act of digging the 
ground and planting the seed means a sense 
of individual duty.  The person recognizes his 
part in starting a positive endeavor.  He takes 
possession of his activities, understanding 
that his endeavors will impact the result.  The 
choice to plant a mango seed suggests a 
forward-thinking mentality.  By considering 
the long-standing development of mango 
trees and the potential advantage to 
consequent generations, the person exhibits 
his capacity to arrange and work towards a 
positive objective.  The act of planting the 
seed adjusts with the individual's personal 
values and his sense of satisfaction.   

The act of planting a mango seed for the 
improvement of future generations embodies 
the esteem of generosity.   This reflects a 
veritable concern for the well-being of others 
past oneself.   By contributing exertion today, 
the person grants that those who come after 
will benefit from the fruit-bearing trees. This 
sacrificial activity illustrates a craving to take 
off a positive bequest and contribute to the 
well-being and joy of others.   In this way, 
benevolence gets to be a driving force behind 
the individual's activities, as he considers the 
broader affect and the positive results his 
endeavors will render for future generations.    

The conversation between individuals and 
critics highlights the importance of similarity 
in societal scrutiny and obedience to pre-
established standards. Similarity influences 
personal preferences, behavior, and 
intelligence, highlighting the pressure 
between personal preferences and societal 
expectations.    

It is in keeping with the value of tradition to 
place a strong focus on planting trees for 
future generations.  This is an example of a 
cultural practice whereby valuable 
contributions are passed on to succeeding 
generations.  Individuals uphold the usual act 
of considering the welfare of those who 

follow by planting trees and building a 
positive legacy.  Planting trees corresponds to 
an ongoing cultural norm of preserving and 
improving the earth for future generations. 

“It's surprising what you guys think 

If you are going to be like this 

You are to be blamed.” 

Power dynamics are illustrated by the 
discussion in which individuals assert 
judgment by saying, “If you are going to be 
like this, it’s going to be bad for you.  The 
authoritative tenor of this assertion implies 
that the definition of right and wrong is in 
one's hands.   The ability to assign “bad” 
indicates a certain level of influence and 
authority over how acts are perceived.   
Within the framework of the song, this 
dynamic demonstrates how power may 
impact interpersonal interactions and 
judgments.  The value of universalism is 
aligned with the concept of planting trees for 
community benefit, where everyone shares in 
the fruits.   This emphasizes community unity, 
interdependence, and shared well-being.   
The act of planting trees with the intention of 
benefiting all emphasize the necessity of 
considering the greater good and cultivating 
a sense of harmony among individuals.  

3.3 Going to School Early in the Morning 
by Bus - WoEiku fmdä wms Èj tkjd  

(Values: Benevolence, Tradition, 
Universalism, Conformity) 

WoEiku fmdä wms Èj tkjd -fldfyao ieÕú 
t<shg tkjd 

Wfoa mdkaor mdie,a hkakg-nihla weúÈka 
l;d lrkjd 

fï fmdä nia ßh Tfíh ys;,d-l=/gq .Eu 
fydo kE bß we|,d 

wiqka lvd ì| oud fkdhkafka-Tfíh fï nia 
ßh /l .kafka 

Tfíh fï nia ßh /l .kafka 
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.,a je,s .i,d uqj fmdä lr,d-tmd mqxÑ 
,uhsks fmdrlkakg 

fma<s .eiS nihg ke. .;aúg-uq;= weuqKqjd 
jdf.a uq;= fmdglg 

uq;= weuqKqjd jdf.a uq;= fmdglg 

In the morning, little children are running 
to go to the school  

A bus comes early in the morning and calls 
them to come,  

Think this little bus is yours, 

It is not good to scratch and draw lines and 
break seats, 

This is yours, we'll save this bus 

Do not struggle little children  

By throwing stones and sand. 

When boarded the bus as a line, 

As if pearls were attached to a string  

Conformity appears to be the most significant 
value in the lyrics of the song. A strong 
adherence to cultural standards and the value 
of upholding harmony within the group are 
reflected in the continuous focus on 
organized behavior, following rules, and 
avoiding disagreement. The act of boarding 
the bus in an orderly queue, as well as the 
request not to fight, represent a group effort 
to adhere to set standards and create a 
smooth, cooperative experience.   

The phrase "boarding the bus in an orderly 
queue" shows conformity.   The following of 
predetermined rules of organized behavior is 
highlighted by this action.   Orderly bus 
boarding is an obvious example of complying 
to social norms.   The phrase "Do not fight 
little children" demonstrates a concern for 
compliance.   The children’s concentration on 
avoiding confrontation implies a desire to 
maintain harmony and adhere to peaceful 
interactions.   This request emphasizes the 

importance of adhering to behaviors that 
foster strong relationships.   

The remark "This bus is yours, will save this 
bus" can also be read in terms of conformity.   
The message here is that the children’s 
appropriate behavior will contribute to the 
preservation of the bus. They ensure the well-
being of the bus by following the usual 
behavior of taking care of it. The image of the 
children “running in the morning" and "going 
to school early" represents a routine that 
corresponds with adherence to the controlled 
schedule of school days. Adhering to this 
routine on a consistent basis demonstrates 
compliance to accepted norms of punctuality 
and academic engagement.   

The prohibition of scratching and drawing 
lines reflects a wish to prevent defacing or 
upsetting the order. This might be seen as an 
adherence to decorum rules and the 
maintenance of a clean atmosphere, 
demonstrating the significance of conformity 
to societal expectations.  The picture of 
"pearls attached to a string" when portraying 
the organized line emphasizes conformity.   
The visual harmony and uniformity of the 
children standing in a queue, complying to 
the organized order, are emphasized in this 
metaphor.    

The phrase "Do not fight little children" 
emphasizes the need to be kindness.   The 
request to avoid confrontation demonstrates 
care for the welfare of others, particularly the 
children involved in this experience. This 
value emphasizes the importance of 
developing healthy interactions and being 
concerned about the well-being of those 
around us.  A search for security is suggested 
by the morning ritual of rushing to catch the 
bus and getting to school.   The security value 
places a strong focus on a stable environment, 
and this routine’s familiarity and the 
dependable presence of the bus add to a 
feeling of stability and safety.  Achievement is 
important because it increases the 
anticipation of getting on a bus and going to 
school.   Going to school early and sticking to 
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a schedule implies a dedication to personal 
development and the pursuit of educational 
goals.   The accomplishment value’s emphasis 
on achieving worthwhile goals is in line with 
this.  When depicting the orderly line, the 
picture of "pearls attached to a string" 
emphasizes the idea of universalism. The 
beauty of communal peace is represented by 
this image, which also denotes unity and 
connectivity.   The queue of kids represents a 
common experience and emphasizes how 
crucial it is to cooperate in order to achieve a 
common goal.  The phrase "You will save this 
bus" hints at power relations. It suggests that 
the children’s actions, potentially their 
responsible behavior, can have a good impact 
on the state of the bus. This demonstrates the 
potential influence that individuals can have 
on their surroundings and to contribute to its 
well-being.  A certain amount of self-
deprecation is also suggested by the lyrics.    

3.4 Offering Flowers – u,la fk,d f.kú;a 
nqÿ idÿg msÿjd  

(Values: Benevolence, Tradition, 
Universalism) 

u,la fk,d f.kú;a nqÿ idÿg msÿjd 

tA oel nqÿ idÿ ufoi fyñysg ne¨jd 

fndrejla fkdj fï lshkafk we;a;u 
we;af;ka 

fï u, uu fk,d .;af; uf. u,a j;af;ka 

fkdoefkk fkdyefÕk yskaohs fï 
úuikafka 

b;ska ;ju wehs Tn ud oel yskefykafka 

.sh bßod biafldaf,a tkak neß jqfKa 

f,dl= wïud tlal, uu kqjr .shdfka 

fndrejla fkdj fï uu we;a;hs mjikafka  

b;ska ;ju wehs Tn ud oel yskefykafka 

ud oel yskefykafka 

wuq;= yskdjls ysñ Tn ufj; fyf,kafka 

ud .ek fyd| yeá okakd njls lshkafka 

iud fjkak ysñh‚ fndre fkdlshñ ys;lska 

fk,d .;af; fï u, kx.sf.a u,a .ilska 

kx.sf. u,a .ilska 

orejka foi fofk;a fy,d ysñ jev bkafka 

fydr fndre lsis Èk fkdlrkq 

uekú <uhsfka (Jayalath, 2002) 

Picked a flower and offered it to the 
Buddha. 

Seeing that, he slowly looked at me 

It's not a lie, it's the truth 

I picked this flower from my garden 

I’m asking because I do not know 

So why are you still smiling at me? 

I could not come to school last Sunday 

I went to the city with my aunty 

It's not a lie, I'm telling the truth 

So why are you still smiling at me? 

You have a strange smile on your face 

It seems that you know me very well 

I'm sorry, Lord Buddha, I'm not lying. 

This flower was picked from my sister's 
flower tree 

Lord Buddha is watching over the children 

Children, you should never lie. 

Benevolence appears to be the most 
prominent value in the lyrics of this song. The 
emphasis on honesty, open communication 
("It's not a lie, it's the truth"), and a desire to 
maintain a positive relationship with spiritual 
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figures (expressed through repeated 
apologies to Lord Buddha) all reflect a deep 
concern for the well-being of others, as well 
as the individual's commitment to moral and 
ethical principles.  This benevolent value 
pervades the lyrics as the individual 
navigates concoctions with others and 
spiritual ideas.    

The phrase "It's not a lie, it's the truth" is 
repeated several times to emphasize the 
individual's dedication to honesty and open 
communication.   In order to assist others by 
building trust and clear comprehension, they 
put a high priority on making sure that their 
statements are truthful.  Picking a flower and 
presenting it to the Buddha is an act of 
kindness. The person expresses a generous 
intent to admire and respect their spiritual 
beliefs by making this donation. By displaying 
dedication, this deed enhances their spiritual 
relationship. She apologizes to Lord Buddha 
several times, and her repeated apology and 
willingness to make things clear reflect her 
good nature.  The individual strives to 
maintain a harmonious relationship with the 
heavenly figure, demonstrating respect and 
concern for their spiritual relationship.  
Benevolence is manifest in the mention of 
going with Loku Amma to the city.  Loku 
Amma's well-being is favorably impacted by 
this gesture, which demonstrates concern for 
family ties. It embodies the importance of 
kindness towards family members.  The 
phrase "You know me very well. I'm sorry, 
Lord Buddha, I’m not lying" recurs, 
underscoring the person’s dedication to 
sincerity and kindness. They prioritize ethical 
behavior that helps their spiritual conscience 
and relationships by avoiding lying.   

Lord Buddha's watchful presence over 
children symbolizes kindness, emphasizing 
benevolence, honesty, and open 
communication. This character demonstrates 
dedication to upholding relationships, 
encouraging moral behavior, and ensuring 
well-being of both the child and others.   

The act of choosing a flower and presenting it 
to the Buddha is a reflection of the 
importance of universalism.  A person 
expresses unity, inclusivity, and respect for a 
common spiritual heritage that transcends 
her own experiences by presenting an 
offering at the Buddha temple.  When 
confronted with questions from others, the 
individual may feel obliged to align her 
actions and justifications with socially 
accepted standards and expectations. Self-
direction is shown by the act of offering a 
flower and the subsequent contemplation on 
the part of the individual.   The individual is 
exercising autonomy in her spiritual 
expression by making choices based on her 
particular beliefs and experiences.    

3.5 Dear Moon -   wïì,s udfï Tn fudlo 
lrkafka  

(Values: Benevolence, Security, Self-
Direction. Universalism) 

wïì,s udfï Tn fudlo lrkafka-wïì,s 
udfï Tn fudlo lrkafka 

mq¨ka j<d háka b|ka tì, n,kafka 

jáka msáka wefokafka-uqyqK Tfí msiskafka-
fiao fhdod ie¥ j<d i¿o lshkafka 

md; n,kafka uqj úysokafka-ß§ iskd mmd 
fuf,dj t<sh lrkafka 

isis,a iq<x yukafka l=uqÿ iuka msfmkafka-
w÷re le,d oi; n,d mek,d ÿjkafka 

;=re ke<fjkafka iqj| yukafka-l=iqï i,d 
fraKq le,d ìu irikafka 

ish,a i;=ka ksokafka iqrka fuf,da jäkafka-
.=jka l=fia ue‚la /fia Tn irikafka 

isri iokafka /ia m<|kafka-iqmqka if|a Tn 
ksnfoa f,da mqnqokafka (Jayalath, 2002) 

Uncle Moon what are you doing? -Peeping 
out from under the puffy clouds 

That wipe your face, things made of silk 
called cloud robes 
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See you smiling below -The world is lit up 
with smiles like silver. 

The cool winds blow and the water lily and 
Jasmine flower bloom 

Darkness disappears, the trees are 
swaying, their scent is blowing 

Flowers and stamens decorate the ground 

All animals sleep, fairies come to this 
world 

You are adorned with the light of the stars, 
the jewels of the sky 

At full moon you always light up the world 

Hedonism, or the pursuit of pleasure and 
satisfaction, appears to be the most prevalent 
virtue from Schwartz's theory.  The lyrics go 
into great detail about sensory delights, 
natural beauty, and the moon's role in 
lighting up the earth.  Blooming flowers, 
pleasant aromas, and the moon's influence all 
show a concentration of happy experiences 
and delighting in the world's aesthetics.  This 
is consistent with Hedonism’s value of 
seeking pleasure and sensory delights. The 
sentence "the cool winds blow, and the water 
lily and Jasmine flower bloom" depicts the 
sensory experience of cool winds while 
admiring the visual and aromatic splendor of 
blooming flowers.  

The description of swaying trees and blowing 
scents in "the trees are swaying, the scent is 
blowing" convey sensory delight, 
emphasizing nature’s joyful sensations. 
"Darkness disappears": the moonlight 
illuminating the surroundings marks the 
development of a lovely scene as the darkness 
vanishes. "Flowers and stamens decorate the 
ground" is a photograph that highlights the 
aesthetic appeal of flowers as well as their 
complex reproductive systems.  "Uncle Moon, 
What are you doing?": the interest in celestial 
phenomena shows a fascination with natural 
wonders. This sentence emphasizes the 
enjoyment of being in a well-lit area by 

directly relating the moon's illumination to 
the idea of lighting up the globe.  "At full moon 
you always light up the world”, “You are 
adorned with the light of the stars, the jewels 
of the sky": the moon's relationship with 
stars, as well as its role as a celestial 
adornment, represent the aesthetic joy 
obtained from celestial beauty.  

The lines "All animals sleep, fairies come to 
this world" may suggest a sense of conformity 
to the world's natural rhythms and cycles. 
The moon's frequent appearance in the night 
sky world and its function in lighting up the 
globe may be associated with a familiar and 
traditional presence.  The concern for the 
welfare of the natural environment is shown 
in the images of sleeping animals and fairies 
entering the earth. The moon's light is defined 
as "lighting up the world" implying that the 
moon has a universal and inclusive role in 
providing light for everybody.  

3.6 An Argument between Siblings - iqr;,a 
kx.sfh wfm wïud 

(Values: Benevolence, Tradition, Security, 
Conformity) 

iqr;,a kx.sfh wfm wïud -we. f,a leá 
lsßlr kïud 

fmdä wjÈfh wm yg fmõ yskaod -wïug ux 
jekaod 

whshd lSjd ug yßkE -;d;a; wïug jeäh 
wf.hs 

ks;ru wm.ek fjfyfik yskaod-mshdg uu 
jekaod 

kx.S th ys;=fjd;a jer§-t;fldg kx.sg mõ 
isÿfphs 

Tn fmdäldf,a yqr;,a n,n,-wïud ÿla úkaod 

;d;a; fodfod¨;a fokafkah'- ÿkaku whsh;a 
lkafkah'' 

uÈù ;j b,a,kafk;a whshhs -nekafk;a wo 
whshhs 
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fodfod,a ;shd fudkjd ÿkak;a -fudaäfh 
fldmuk Wv mekak;a 

wïud ;d;a;g jeäh fydohs ug-kx.sfh Tn 
nekak;a 

kegqï n,kakg tod f.diska''-ñksiaiq jgù 
isáh ksid 

udj jvdf.k fmkakqfj whsfha-;d;a; 
fkdfjo uf.a 

kx.sf. ;d;a; l¿u l¿hs-wfm wïud kï 
iqÿu iqÿhs 

tneúka wïud mshdg jeäfhka-iqÿmdáka 
by,hs 

whsfha iqÿkï ,iaiko-fmd,a nEh;a yß 
iqÿfkao'' 

tfykï whshg ieugu jeäfhka- ,iaik 
fmd,a nEhhs 

kx.S fydokE oÕ fl,a,-fldhs foalgj;a 
keye fu,a, 

wïud Tnyg f,v iEÿkqúg- l÷¿ i,d yevqjd 

Th jpkh whsfha yßhE- wvkak kï ldg;a 
neßhE'' 

ojila whsh;a fodr,. jeá,d -yQ lsh lsh 
wevqjd'' 

wms fuh oeka fírd .ksuQ-isß whshdf.ka 
f.dia wiuQ'' 

wïuo ;d;a;o fydo lsh,d-t;fldg isßwhsh 
lshhs'' 

Tõ Tõ uu tAlg leu;S-isß whsh, fïjd 
oks;S'' 

huq huq whsfha'' huq huq whsfha -isß whshd 
,.gd 

isß whsfha lreKla wió -wïuo ;d;a;o jeäh 
wf.a 

lreKdfjka isßwhshd wmyg- fírd fokjdo 

wïu fydohs lSj;a jer§-;d;a; fydohs lSj;a 
jer§ 

tneúka kx.sfh u,a,sfh mjiñ -fokaku 
fydoh lshd   (Jayalath, 2002) 

Brother-Dear sister, our mother turned her 
blood in to milk  

And fed us when we were little 

Therefore, I worshipped her. 

Sister-     That is not right brother, father is 
better than mother. 

He always works hard for us. Therefore, I 
worshipped father. 

Brother - It is a sin, if you think like that 

Mother experienced many troubles 
cuddling you. 

Sister-     You eat Dodol when father gives to 
you 

And you ask for more. 

It is you who blamed father today. 

Brother - Dodol or whatever the thing he 
gives, 

Though you tell me several times 

Mother is better than father though you 
blame me, sister. 

Sister-     When we were there to watch the 
dances,  

Father held me as it was crowded 

It was father who helped me to watch it. 

Brother - Sister’s father is dark, but our 
mother is fair  

Therefore, mother is whiter than your 
father 

 Sister- Dear brother, is white beautiful? 

Even coconut is white. 

Therefore, coconut is beautiful for you 
brother  
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Than the other things. 

Brother - Dear sister you are not good, you 
mischievous girl 

You do not listen to anything. 

Amma cried shedding tears when you were 
sick. 

Sister-Dear brother, that is not right, 
anyone can cry 

 Even you cried screaming the day you fell 
down against the door 

Both -      Let’s solve this right now. Let’s go 
ask Siri Aiya 

Dear brother Siri, we are going to ask 
something 

Is it the mother or father who is good? 

Could you please help us to solve this? 

Siri Aiya - If we say the mother is good, it is 
wrong. 

If we say the father is good, it is wrong. 

Dear sister and brother, then I should say, 

Both of them are good. 

Benevolence, or concern for the well-being of 
others, appears to be the most dominant 
value in Schwartz's theory.  The content is 
centered on family ties and exchanges that 
demonstrate a caring and sensitive approach 
towards family members.  Mother’s concern 
during illness is shown in, "Mother shed tears 
when you were sick". This statement 
expresses the mother’s emotional discomfort 
in the narrator's sickness and her concern for 
the narrator's well-being.  Her tears show 
how deeply she cares for and how strongly 
she is attached to her child. The caring 
attitude for siblings is shown in "Let’s solve 
this right now, let’s ask Siri Aiya". The 
narrator's quest to find out who is "good" 

shows a loving attitude towards family 
members and a desire to recognize their 
positive characteristics.   

Siri's response, “Both of them are good" 
emphasizes the importance of benevolence.  
The acknowledgment that both parents are 
good shows a recognition of their beneficial 
qualities and a general benevolent attitude 
towards family members.  Recognition of 
caring acts is shown in, “Even you cried a lot 
the day you fell at the door”. The memory of 
the narrator's sibling crying when he fell at 
the door displays a sense of compassion and 
concern within the family.  The writer’s effort 
to decide who is "good" implies a desire for 
fairness and a balanced perspective in 
appraising the attributes of family members.  
It is emphasized by the phrase "both of them 
are good", in that goodness is pervasive and 
not specific to one parent.  It denotes a larger 
awareness of the benevolent tendencies of 
family members.  

3.7 Showing Gratitude - ok .doaÈ weúÈkakg  

(Values: Benevolence, Security, Conformity) 

ok .doaÈ weúÈkakg ug w; ÿkak - .=re yre lï 
fyd| fkdfyd|;a lsh,d ÿkak 

uy¨j neß jqkdu Tn yg weúÈkak-w; fokakï 
;d;af;a jkaÈ f.jkak 

f,vla ÿlla yeÿkdu;a ,.u oejgqk -Wl=,a 
;f,a WfAr ;nd kgd kef,õj 

iqrx.kd l;d lshd l;d mejiqj -w;;a ysi;a 
fudgo uf.a Tng fkdj¢k 

je,a we| Wv jdä fj,d /jq, mefyk od - uu 
;refKls oeka fldfydu;a th bgqfjkod 

fomd keuo nq,;a w;ska ;E.s f.fkk od - Tfí 
weig lÿ¨ kef.hs tod fkdjr od (Jayalath, 
2002) 

You gave me the hand when I was crawling                                                
You guided me and taught me to find good and 
bad I will give my hand and pay gratitude 
When you cannot walk as you are old,                                                                                       
I will give you a hand and pay gratitude 
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Father stayed by our side when we were sick,                                          
He danced, with me on his lap and shoulders              

And related fairy tales                                                                            
For what do I have hands and legs which are 
not for worshipping you.                                                                              

The day when you grow old sitting on the bed,                           
I become a young   man.                                                                              

The day when I bring gifts, worshipping you 
with beetle.                           

Tears will come to your eyes for sure. 

Benevolence and Tradition appear to be the 
most prominent virtues in the lyrics.  The 
lyrics emphasis mutual care, support, and the 
transmission of cultural practices from one 
generation to the next.  These behaviors 
express the principles of assisting others, 
empathy, and sustaining a sense of continuity 
and connection through traditions.  While 
other values may be featured in the lyrics to 
some extent, these two ideals stand out as 
important themes.  Benevolence is the value 
of being kind, helpful, and empathic towards 
others.  This value is portrayed in lyrics such 
as "When I was crawling, you gave me your 
hand" 

"I will lend you my hand and pay gratitude 

When you are unable to walk due to your 
age."  

"Father was there for us when we were sick." 

The care and assistance shown in these lines 
is there among family members.  The 
importance of benevolence is shown by the 
willingness of people to help one another 
when they are in need. Tradition refers to the 
importance of handing down cultural 
practices, stories and ideals from generation 
to generation. 

"For what do I keep my hands and legs  

Which are not for worshipping you" 

"The day you grow old, I am young" 

These sentences express the importance of 
cross-cultural ties and the continuation of 
family traditions.  The act of dancing, reciting 
fairy stories, and referring to the passage of 
time emphasizes the importance of tradition.  
The statement of being there for each other in 
sickness and assisting when someone is 
unable to walk emphasizes the importance of 
security and safety in partnerships.  The 
concept of being cared for and having a 
support system develops a sense of security.  
The concept of mutual support, as well as the 
premise that acts performed today will have 
an impact on the future, are used to discuss 
universalism in the text.  The verse also 
emphasizes the significance of respecting one 
another regardless of age.  In addition, based 
on their cultural heritage, unique experiences 
and views, different people may perceive and 
prioritize values in different ways.  The 
section appears to emphasize qualities such 
as compassion, handing down traditions, and 
returning assistance through generations.  

3.8 A Nest with Little Birds- mqxÑ l=re¿ 
l+vqfõ- Wka bkakjd mdvqfõ  

(Values: Benevolence, Universalism, 
Security) 

mqxÑ l=re¿ l+vqfõ- Wka bkakjd mdvqfõ  

tmd uq.=re úis lrkak -kslka b¢ka hd¨fõ  

.fia fyd|u ;ekla n,d -Wka l+vqj yeÿfõ 

ore megjqka /l.kakhs-fï f,i ÿla úkafoa 

lsÑ ìÑ .d mqxÑ megõ-.Shla ri flrefõ 

fudflda hd¿ wfka Wkag-.,aleg úisflrefõ 

kqfò .,la jeÿk iekska - l+vqj hhs leä,d 

mqxÑ megjQ ìu jegqfkd;a-w;a;gq hhs ì¢,d 

ueÍ .sfhd;a megjqka ál-l=re¿ ujqka oel,d 

wef.a mmqj me,S yef,hs-f,a .x.d .,,d   
(Jayalath, 2002) 
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They live without trouble to anyone 

Don't throw sticks friend. 

Looking for the best place on the tree 

They built the nest to protect children from 
suffering like this  

Chirping and chirping, little birds enjoyed a 
song 

Why did you throw stones at them? 

As soon as you hit a stone, the cage will 
break 

If the baby falls to the ground, 

Wings will be broken. 

If they die,  

Seeing the bird mother her dead babies, 

Will have her heart broken 

Causing a river of blood 

Benevolence appears to be the most 
prominent value in this song.  The story 
emphasizes empathy for the bird mother and 
her perished chicks, as well as caring for 
others.  The main subject revolves around not 
bringing harm to others and feeling sympathy 
for their pain.  This clearly corresponds with 
the virtue of benevolence, which involves 
caring, aiding, and showing kindness to 
others.  Protecting and caring for others is 
shown in "In the little bird's nest, they live in 
such a way that there is no trouble for 
anyone". 

"They built the nest to protect children." 
These lines demonstrate the principle of 
safeguarding and caring for others.  The birds 
build their nests to offer a safe habitat for 
their young, assuring their well-being and 
safety.  This gesture exhibits a great sense of 
kindness by prioritizing the needs and safety 
of their young.  

"If they die, seeing the bird mother her dead 
babies, will have her heart broken, causing a 
river of blood to flow". This line conveys 
empathy and an emotional connection.  The 
sight of the bird mother mourning her lost 
babies inspires feelings of sadness and 
compassion.  It emphasizes the need for 
kindness by recognizing and empathizing 
with other’s pain.  

To avoid harm, he says, “Don't throw the 
stick, friend." "The cage is broken as soon as 
you hit a stone", "Wings will be broken if the 
baby falls to the ground". 

The emphasis in these lines is on the value of 
being kind to others and avoiding harm.  The 
exhortation to refrain from throwing stones 
and the depiction of the results that follow 
highlight the need for compassion through 
prudent deeds that abate pain and injury.  

"Look for the best spot in the tree" is a 
universal concern.  

"Why did you throw stones at them?" 

These lyrics imply a common concern for the 
birds' well-being. In keeping with the concept 
of kindness, the advice to choose the ideal 
location for the nest and the query about 
tossing stones both show regard for the 
effects of one's actions on others.  

In conclusion, the importance of benevolence 
is strongly emphasized throughout the 
remainder of the piece.  The main idea of the 
song is to treat others with kindness, 
compassion, and empathy.  This idea is 
highlighted by the behaviors and feelings that 
are detailed in the text, such as safeguarding, 
caring, empathizing, and avoiding harm.  The 
instances offered demonstrate a genuine 
concern for the birds' and their offspring's 
well-being, which encompasses the essence 
of kindness.  The lines that stress the 
connectivity of all beings and the implications 
of one’s actions on others demonstrate the 
value of universalisms.  The statement 
emphasizes the impact and potential danger 
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of throwing stones at birds.  The description 
of the birds' chirping and singing contains a 
component of stimulation, which reflects the 
worth of gaining joy and fulfillment through 
positive experiences.  

3.9 A Toy Machine Made with Immature 
Coconut- l=reïneÜá ueIsfï 

(Values: Stimulation, Self – direction, 
Benevolence, Universalism, Security) 

l=reïneÜá ueIsfï 

uf. l=reïneÜá ueIsfï 

.jqï fmdä;a;la uy,d ´ko 

lñi fmdä;a;la uy,d ´ko 

l=reïneÜá ueIsfï 

fldia fld,hla ñá wrf.k wdfjd;a  

/,s /,s lm,d Tmke,s ;sh,d 

.jqï fmdä;a;la uy,d fokakï 

brgq b¢lgqfjka ys,a úo,d 

f,akaiq fmdähla u,a u,a idhla   

f.dla fld< froafoka uy,d fokakï   
(Jayalath, 2002) 

Kurumbatti machine 

With my Kurumbatti machine 

Do you want a little frock sewn? 

Do you want a little shirt sewn? 

If you bring a pile of jackfruit leaves here 

I will sew a little gown 

Keeping pleats and frills 

Pierced with an stick needle 

A little handkerchief and a floral skirt 

I will sew it with coconut leaf 

Stimulation and self- direction appear to be 
the most noticeable value in this song.  The 
focus of the lyrics is on the inventive and 
creative process of designing and making 
garments out of unusual materials like 
jackfruit leaves.  The description of making 
clothing with "pleats and frills, a 
handkerchief, and a floral skirt" suggests an 
emphasis on aesthetics and the joyful, 
stimulating process of designing and 
producing.  This is in line with the importance 
of stimulation, which includes seeking out 
novelty, being creative, and participating in 
stimulating activities on a sensory level.  

"Shall I sew a little frock?" says the creative 
process.  

"Do you need some shirt sewn?" 

"I'll make a small frock with pleats and frills" 

These lines illustrate a creative process in 
which numerous clothing items are designed 
and sewn.  The phrase "pleats and frills" 
implies attention to elaborate design 
elements, implying a concentration on 
inventiveness and aesthetic stimulation.  

"If you bring a jackfruit leaf here, I will sew a 
little frock" 

"A little handkerchief and a floral skirt" 

The idea of using a jackfruit leaf as sewing 
material emphasizes originality and creative 
thinking.  

The idea of making clothes out of unusual 
materials provides a sense of freshness and 
originality to the action, making it a 
stimulating experience for both the artist and 
the audience.  

"I will sew it with jackfruit leaf" 

The use of a jackfruit leaf as sewing material 
not only emphasizes ingenuity, but also 
demonstrates a love for the aesthetics of 
natural components. Making clothes out of 
these materials could be fun and an engaging 
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experience, with enjoyment coming from the 
aesthetic and physical parts of the process.  

Here, "In my Kurumbatti machine (a toy 
machine that is made of the “immature 
coconut”) the song proposes the concept of a 
"Kurumbatti machine" which may represent 
the speaker’s creativity and imagination.  
When the word "machine" is used, it refers to 
the engagement and excitement that go along 
with creative endeavors.  

"Keeping pleats and frills pierced with a stick 
needle" 

The phrase "pleats and frills" being "pierced 
with a stick needle" conjures up sensory 
images of tactile connection and artistry.  This 
physical participation provides a sensory 
dimension to the creative process, adding to 
the importance of stimulation.  In conclusion, 
the value of stimulation and self-direction is 
most visible in the text because of its 
emphasis on the creative, innovative, and 
visually pleasant process of creating and 
constructing clothing items, utilizing 
unorthodox materials and processes.  The 
explanations of crafting that place an 
emphasis on novelty and aesthetics highlight 
the intellectual and sensory stimulation that 
is present in the act of creating.  

3.10  Our Beloved Grandmother- fldkao 
kudf.k  

(Values – Benevolence, Tradition, 
Universalism, and Conformity) 

fldkao kudf.k - yerñá .yf.k 

bì .ukska hkafka - Wfoau kdf.k 

Ö;af; weof.k -wdÑÑ fï bkafka 

u,a uo ìij jf.a -,iaik uqyqk Tfí 

u,a uo ìij jf.a-,iaik uqyqk Tfí 

o;a ke;s lg ug fmkakd,d -wdÉÑ isky 
fj,d 

wdÉÑ yevldÍ -wfm f.org iSfoaù 

wdÉÑ yevldÍ-wfm f.org iSfoaù 

rc ldf,a jqK l;d lshkafka - wdÉÑ isky 
fj,d   (Jayalath, 2002) 

Grandmother walks slowly with the help of 
a stick, bending her back. 

Here is grandmother wearing a cloth after 
an early bath. 

Like a beautiful and soft queen. 

Her beautiful face. 

Grandma is smiling, 

Showing her toothless mouth. 

Grandma is beautiful. 

She is god to our house. 

Grandma is beautiful. 

She is god to our house. 

Grandmother tells us the stories of ancient 
times   

Smiling. 

According to the lyrics the most significant 
value from Schwartz's theory appears to be 
benevolence, which is care for the well-being 
of others.  The story concentrates around the 
grandma and her involvement in the 
household.  The following is how the text 
relates to the value of benevolence: The 
images "Grandmother goes slowly with the 
help of a stick, bending her back" and 
"Grandma is smiling. . .  Showing her toothless 
mouth" emphasizes the grandmother’s well-
being and care.  

The grandmother’s depiction as "god to our 
house" and the attention offered to her 
represent the virtue of compassion and 
respect for elders.  

“Grandmother walks slowly with the aid of a 
stick, bending her back": the image of the 
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grandmother in need of assistance and 
support displays a loving attitude towards 
the elderly, assuring their well-being and 
comfort. 

The stories that happened during the reign 
are told by grandmother, smiling. Sharing 
stories with a smile emphasizes the 
grandmother’s responsibility in passing 
along traditions and experiences, embodying 
a beneficent act of preserving family history.  

"Grandma is beautiful … she is god to our 
house": The grandmother is described as 
"god" in this line, suggesting that everyone 
respects her and understands her 
significance in the context of the family.  
Concern for the grandmother’s physical well-
being is shown in "Grandmother goes slowly 
with the help of a stick, bending her back". 
The description of the grandmother’s slow 
movement and use of a stick indicates a 
concern for her physical well-being and 
comfort.  

"Grandma is beautiful . . .  she is god to our 
house": the reverence for the grandmother 
represents a sense of togetherness and 
interconnectedness within the family, 
anchored in a kind attitude towards one 
another. Caring for family relations: "The 
stories that happened during the reign are 
told by grandmother, smiling": the act of 
sharing stories and keeping a happy 
atmosphere contributes to the functioning of 
families and demonstrates a kind aim to tie 
together and connect.  

Grandma is described as "god who brings 
treasure to the house" in the line "Grandma is 
beautiful . . .  she is god to our house" because 
of the respect and awe that are shown for her 
position and experience.  Warmth and love in 
"Grandma is smiling, showing her toothless 
mouth": the imagery of the grandmother’s 
smiling, toothless mouth generates feelings of 
warmth, care, and love, emphasizing the 
emotional connection and benevolent 
feelings.   

Despite the presence of other values like 
tradition, universalism, and conformity, the 
primary concern for the grandmother’s well-
being and the display of warmth and respect 
clearly support the value of benevolence.   

3.11  Let’s Learn- whkak lshkak f,djgu 
wefykak   

(Values- Achievement, Self -Direction, 
Universalism, Hedonism 

whkak lshkak f,djgu wefykak -tkak 
uf.a u,a,S 

ÿjkak mkskak kgkak .hkak -tkak uf.a 
kx.S 

mdi, kï rka fofjdf,a  - foúhka jka .=re 
le<f.a 

is; Èkñka md fyjfKa - Ys,am ,nd u;= 
ojfia 

f,dalh olskak tys ießirkak 

tkak uf.a u,a,S - tkak uf.a kx.S 

ldis mkï ysá yeáfha-i;=frda f.k h;s 
ryfia 

fmd;ska m;ska ,o oeKqfï-Okh iodl,a 
iq/fla 

{dkh jvkak ld,h f.jkak  

tkak uf.a u,a,S -tkak uf.a kx.S     
(Jayalath, 2002) 

Let the whole world hear that you study-
come my brother 

To run, jump, dance and sing-come my 
sister 

The school is the Golden Temple 

Win the heart of god like teachers 

And gaining knowledge in the future. 

See the world and roam there 

Come my brother-come my sister 
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Treasures like money can be stolen away  

Suddenly by thieves 

But the knowledge gained  

From books is preserved forever 

Spend time cultivating wisdom 

Come my brother- come my sister 

According to the published language, the 
most important value from Schwartz's theory 
appears to be achievement, which is the value 
of striving for achievement, mastery, and 
personal improvement.  The value of 
education, learning and self-improvement is 
frequently emphasized in the book.  The text 
is related to the value of achievement in the 
following way: 

"Let the whole world hear that you study": 
The focus on studying demonstrates a 
dedication to intellectual development and 
the acquisition of knowledge, which is 
consistent with the value of success.  Gaining 
esteem and reputation, "winning the hearts of 
god-like teachers and gaining knowledge in 
the future": the desire to gain the respect and 
admiration of teachers, as well as to gain 
knowledge, displays a desire for personal 
accomplishment and recognition. "Spend 
time cultivating wisdom": spending time 
cultivating wisdom demonstrates a 
commitment to personal growth and 
development, representing the value of 
success in the investment of personal 
development.  

"See the world and roam there" represents 
encouraging people to explore and widen 
their horizons, suggesting an ambition for 
one to succeed through new experiences and 
learning.  Successful long-term investment, 
"treasures such as money can be stolen away 
suddenly by thieves, but knowledge gained 
from books is preserved forever": the 
example above emphasizes the enduring 
significance of knowledge acquisition as a 
type of long-term achievement.  The struggle 

for excellence: "The school is the Golden 
Temple ", a metaphorical comparison of 
school to a respected place implies a desire 
for excellence and personal progress via 
education.  

"Come my brother...  come my sister": the 
repeated summons to action inspire 
individuals to take the initiative in their own 
personal growth, demonstrating the benefits 
of self-deprecation. Empowerment through 
education: "Come my brother- Come my 
sister": the encouragement to participate in 
education and personal improvement 
symbolizes empowerment through 
knowledge, which aligns with the ideal of 
achievement.  In general, the examples in the 
text continuously stress the value of 
education, personal growth, seeking 
knowledge, and accomplishment.  These 
aspects work together to emphasize the 
importance of achievement as a primary 
theme in the narrative.  

"See the world and roam there": the invitation 
to travel the globe and broaden one’s 
horizons is consistent with the universal 
values of curiosity and openness.  

"Spend time cultivating wisdom" 

 The act of growing wisdom serves not only 
the individual but also the larger community, 
embodying compassion.  

The repeated phrase, "Come my brother- 
Come my sister" promotes conformity to the 
concept of education and the pursuit of 
knowledge.  

"The school is the Golden Temple": 
comparing the setting of school to a cherished 
location represents tradition and reverence 
for the educational institution. Hedonism 
represents the enjoyable actions described, 
such as in "Run, jump, dance, sing" 
corresponding to the value of seeking 
pleasure and delight.   
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3.12  Our Beloved Teacher- weh fldkafv 
È.g od,d yeu Wfoau tkjd 

(Values: Benevolence, Universalism, 
Tradition) 

weh fldkafv È.g od,d yeu Wfoau tkjd 

mdg mdg u,a jeáÉp idÍ wÈkjd 

fmd;a ñáhhs l=fvhs wf;a kE jrÈkafka 

thdg wms áp¾ lsh,hs wu;kafka 

wfm mka;sfha ,uhs tlal wE yß hd¨hs 

wE mdi,a kdjodg mka;sh md¨hs 

.urd<f.a l;djghs wms yß wdid 

ljodj;a kE mka;sfha lrkafka f>dId 

iskd f.fkk l;d ;uhs wE mjikafka 

wdorfhka iEuod wm yg i,lkafka 

wEh wi,u .Ejfikakg wms yß wdihs 

fu mka;sh oud hkak wms yß f,dANhs    
(Jayalath, 2002) 

She keeps her hair long and comes in the 
morning 

Wears sarees with colorful flowers. 

Every day she has the book bundle, 

And the umbrella in her hand, 

We call her Teacher. 

She is so friendly with the children of our 
class 

We miss her when she doesn't come to 
school 

We also really like Gamarala's story 

Never make noise in class. 

She tells us funny stories 

We are always treated with love 

We love to be near her 

We are reluctant to leave this class 

According to the lyrics, the most significant 
value from Schwartz's theory appears to be 
benevolence, which is care for the well-being 
of others.  A nurturing and compassionate 
setting is reflected in the recurrent focus in 
the song on the teacher and pupils' 
supportive interactions.  The following is how 
the song relates to the value of benevolence: 

"She is so friendly with the children in our 
class": the teacher’s friendly demeanor 
exhibits a caring attitude, expressing the 
principle of benevolence in her relationships 
with the pupils. "Every day the book bundle 
and the umbrella in her hand": the teacher’s 
regular presence with her teaching materials 
indicates her dedication to educate the 
children and caring for their learning. "We 
call her Teacher": the students' polite 
reference to her as "Teacher" demonstrates a 
grateful recognition of her duty as an 
educator and leader.  

"We are always treated with love, and we love 
to be near her": The pupils' expressions of 
being treated with love and their desire to be 
close to her demonstrate a strong emotional 
connection built on benevolence. The use of 
humor and storytelling helps to build an 
environment that is nurturing and enjoyable, 
which is consistent with the concept of 
benevolence.  "She tells us funny stories" 
indicates nurturing attachment. "We are very 
reluctant to leave this class" shows the kids' 
unwillingness to leave the class. Tradition 
comes in "wears sarееs with colorful 
flowers": wearing sarееs with colorful 
flowers is a traditional clothing that 
demonstrates a connection to cultural 
customs.  

"She wears sarееs with colorful flowers and 
keeps her hair long": the teacher’s clothing 
and presence in the class every morning 
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represents a universal ideal of caring for and 
respecting her role which  implies a strong 
emotional connection and attachment to the 
teacher, resulting from a kind interaction. 
"Never make noise in class": the teacher’s 
order to preserve discipline demonstrates 
her concern for establishing a positive 
atmosphere for learning, which corresponds 
with a benevolent approach to education. 
Encouragement to learning is shown in "The 
school is the Golden Temple": comparing the 
school to a renowned place denotes the 
teacher’s responsibility for promoting 
respect for learning and individual 
development, reflecting the virtue of 
benevolence.   

4. Conclusion and Recommendation  
 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the 
analysis of the numerous texts given, in 
regard to Schwartz's Theory of Basic Human 
Values. The songs highlight a diverse range of 
values, each of which contributes to the 
thematic content of the songs.  Values such as 
benevolence, tradition, achievement, 
stimulation, self-direction, universalism, and 
harmony with nature appear frequently in 
many writings, reflecting the complexities of 
human experiences and viewpoints.  Cultural 
norms, family dynamics and social 
expectations have an impact on the values 
emphasized in the songs.  Each stanza 
provides insight into the values and attitudes 
that prevail in the depicted environments.  
The majority of the literature emphasize good 
principles like consideration, empathetic 
understanding, respect, education and 
tradition.  These values emphasize the value 
of relationships, personal development and 
ethical considerations in various parts of life. 
While some values are always present, others 
such as power and achievement, are usually 
less emphasized.  This implies that the texts 
may place a high value on human ties, 
empathy and shared experiences over 
competition or control.  

The songs also emphasize cultural variety, as 
certain values are influenced by cultural 

norms and customs. Cultural practices and 
beliefs frequently connect with values such as 
benevolence, tradition, and harmony with 
nature.  Analysis of texts through the lens of 
Schwartz's theory is a powerful tool for 
exploring and understanding the underlying 
values, beliefs, and motivations that drive 
human behavior and relationships.  

Benevolence appears to be the value that is 
most frequently employed, appearing in 
songs, according to the study of the songs that 
were provided.   This could be due to the fact 
that many of the songs deal with family 
connections, giving, and empathy, all of which 
naturally correlate with the concept of 
benevolence. The benevolent presence in the 
analyzed songs most likely represents themes 
of nurturing, love, and support.   

Power appears to be the least used value 
among the available texts and themes.  While 
these songs contain a variety of ideals, the 
theme of desiring control, dominance, or 
authority is not emphasized.  Relationships, 
empathy, personal growth, and shared 
experiences are prioritized over power 
dynamics or the exercise of control. In 
conclusion, children’s songs wield significant 
potential for instilling values in young minds.  
This study provides insights into how these 
songs can effectively convey essential life 
principles, thereby contributing to the 
holistic growth of children’s personalities.   
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